Eden on Elkhorn? Natural History & Conservation Planning in the Central Bluegrass

We need more regional focus—despite some strong local NGOs centered in1Inner Bluegrass (Lexington area), Greater Cincinnati and Greater Louisville.

Notes for Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UK, Lexington
Eden on Elkhorn? Natural History & Conservation Planning in Central Bluegrass Region
(with botanical emphasis). By Julian Campbell. At Hunter Presbyterian Church, Rosemont Gdn.
Contact: OLLI Office 257-2656 or go to www.uky.edu/OLLI for information to register.
Week 1: April 1, 2016 - 10 am to 12, Introduction
The importance of clear concepts when teaching natural history and applying knowledge to local
efforts in conservation, restoration and community-based planning.
Week 2: April 8, 2016 - 10 am to 12, Landscape
Outline of the Central Bluegrass region based on geology, topography, soils, native vegetation,
flora and fauna, human history & potential future balance of man and nature.
Week 3 April 15, 2016 - 10 am to 12, Habitats
Outline of ecological gradients in original vegetation; focus on problems for restoration of
“Bluegrass Woodland”, much browsed before settlement, now invaded by aliens.
Week 4: April 22, 2016 - 10 am to 12, Species-groups
Outline of taxonomic diversity, at least among vascular plants; focus on groups of species that
most deserve “micro-management” or propagation for recovery.

WHERE IS OUR ECOLOGICAL HOME?
HOW DO HABITATS VARY?
WHICH ARE MOST DEGRADED?
WHICH SPECIES ARE
MOST DECLINED,
MOST NEEDY?
WHAT SHOULD
WE DO?
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PART ONE
Notes for a series of four classes on
“Natural History and Conservation
Planning in the Central Bluegrass
Region of Kentucky” initially
presented for Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute at the University
of Kentucky in April of 2016
Julian Campbell: bluegrasswoodland.com
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Part Two will deal with climatic factors that define our ‘humid midtemperate’ zone, and with the significance of climatic changes. Also,
we will look at regional patterns in geology, topography and soils.
We will begin with biogeography in its broad scope, going back to
Humboldt and other pioneers. Can we outline the ‘Central Ohio
Valley’ (see map) as ‘Bluegrass plus Knobs plus Transitions’? What
are useful subdivisions, including our ‘Central Bluegrass’? And
where are tbe best opportunities for preservation of regional features?

1. Overview: introduction to the importance of clear concepts
when teaching natural history and applying knowledge to local
efforts in conservation, restoration & community-based planning.
Part One traces the history of conservationist writing in central
Kentucky, from Boone to Dickens to Shaler to Jilson and others, to
modern academics, bureaucrats and community-leaders. Traditional
‘Natural History’ has disappeared from most of modern academia,
and yet there is never a greater need for it as Conservation of our
supposed Natural Heritage becomes an increasingly urgent matter.
We should first step backwards and ask the question—why conserve?
Most people are fundamentally curious about broad views of history,
especially when it delves into our origins, whether political, economic, ecological or biological. There is also widespread support for the
recreational aspects of natural areas and for our associated interests in
biological diversity. Thirdly, we have of course material interests in
natural resources, from food and fibre to ‘ecological services’.

In Part Three, the course will focus on simple definitions of
habitats (or ‘natural communities’ or ‘ecosystem’ types}, avoiding the
semantic problems and hierarchical thinking that tend to plague this
subject. It is essential that habitat types be viewed as fuzzy concepts
that intergrade with each other, rather than as rigid boxes. Yet
language should be rooted in real data and concepts of ecological
gradients. Planning should focus on types with most need for
restoration. We will examine models for local gradients related to
geology and overall soil fertility (deeper than pH), to dryness and
wetness (which are not opposites), and to the complicating effects of
changing patterns in varied disturbances across the landscape.

Conservation is, arguably, the pursuit of harmonious balance
between reverence for nature and extraction from nature. It should be
based on good science, and on building consensus across
communities, with transparency and debate. Instead, entrenched
bureaucratic interests (through careers, finances and politics) can
sometimes dominate. An objective assessment of progress (or failure)
is rarely available at local or regional scales, even within relevant
agencies and non-profit organizations that have striven for ‘measures
of success’ or for general public education. Such matters would be
aided by coordination within ‘ecoregions’.

Last (but not least), Part Four will delve into the vast genetic
diversity of just Local Life. Faced with overwhelming, growing
information, how on earth can targets for conservation be usefully
defined at the level of species? One approach is to focus on those
groups of species that appear to have declined most since settlement
and that need ‘micromanagement’ or propagation for recovery—
especially those with slow growth, reproduction or dispersal. A
selection of declined or imperiled vascular plants for such work is
possible, but no organized plan exists. We must also identify the most
problematic aliens for micromanagement. The course will provide
notes on these species and outline how we can proceed to incorporate
them into conservation plans. Ideas will be solicited from the class.

This course focusses on the definition of easily understood goals for
conservation. These goals are inspired by The Nature Conservancy’s
efforts at ecoregional planning during the 1990s, but simplified and
tied more directly to future assessments. First, it is important to
outline good natural boundaries for our region, and to map the most
extensive potential natural areas within it. Second, we must understand how natural habitats vary with this region, and focus on those
types with most need for restoration. Third, we should attempt to
identify groups of species that are truly imperiled, even after their
remaining sites are protected and their habitats restored.

A fundamental goal for this course is to enable more objective
assessment of success or failure in local efforts, based on what should
be our common understanding of conservation targets. Details from
particular sites and projects will be presented. Short trips to the UK
Arboretum will illustrate points; longer trips will be supplementary.
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Part 1A.
Origins of Conservationist
Thought in the Region:
Voices Crying in the
Wilderness
====================================================================
The geological stratum “Eden Shale” has a romantic, conservationist background. It was named
in the early 1900s after Eden Park in Cincinnati, bought in 1869 from Nicholas Longworth,
lawyer, winemaker and horticulturalist who called his estate “The Garden of Eden”. His house
became the Taft museum. He also left $15 million and a Longworth dynasty in Ohio.
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Felix Walker (1824), recalling arrival with Transylvania Company at Boonesboro in 1775.
“A new sky and strange earth seemed to be presented to our view. So rich a soil we had
never seen before; covered with clover [probably Trifolium stoloniferum] in bloom, the woods
were abounding with wild game—turkeys so numerous that it might be said they appeared but
one flock, universally scattered in the woods. It appeared that nature, in the profusion of her
bounty, had spread a feast for all that lives, both for the animal and rational world. A sight so
delightful to our view and grateful to our feelings, almost inclined us, in imitation of Columbus,
in transport to kiss the soil of Kentucky, as he hailed and saluted the sand on his first setting his
foot on the shores of America. The appearance of the country coming up to the full measure of
our expectations, and seemed to exceed the fruitful source of our imaginary prospects.”
“We felt ourselves as passengers through a wilderness just arrived at the fields of Elysium
or at the garden where was no forbidden fruit. Nothing can furnish the contemplative mind with
more sublime reflections, than nature unbroken by art; we can there trace the wisdom of the
Great Architect in the construction of his work in nature’s simplicity, which, when he had
finished, he pronounced all good. But, alas! the vision of a moment made dream of a dream,
and the shadow of a shade! Man may appoint, but One greater than men can disappoint. A sad
reverse overtook us two days after... we were fired on by the Indians, in our camp asleep...”
“At length I was carried in a litter between two horses, twelve miles, to Kentucky river,
where we made a station, and called it Boonesborough, situated in a plain on the south side of
the river, wherein was a lick with two sulphur springs strongly impregnated. On entering the
plain we were permitted to view a very interesting and romantic sight. A number of buffaloes,
of all sizes, supposed to be between two and three hundred, made off from the lick in every
direction; some running, some walking, others loping slowly and carelessly, with young calves
playing, skipping and bounding through the plain. Such a sight some of us never saw before,
nor perhaps may never again.”
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“Daniel Boone looks out upon Kentucky and a great herd of buffalo”; implied to be in 1769 and
located at Pilot Knob [from Z.F. Smith’s 1895 History of Kentucky; see also Belue (1996)].
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Transylvania Company (Squire Boone, Richard Henderson, et al.) 1775. Journal of proceedings
from the meeting at Boonesborough. Printed in G.W. Ranck (ed.) 1901. Boonesborough. Filson
Club Publication No. 16. John P. Morton & Co., Louisville.
“Begun on Tuesday the 23D of May, in the Year of Our Lord Christ 1775, and in the Fifteenth
Year of the Reign of His Majesty, King of Great Britain...
1. An act for establishing courts of jurisdiction and regulating the practice therein.
2. An act for regulating a militia.
3. An act for the punishment of criminals.
4. An act to prevent profane swearing, and Sabbath breaking.
5. An act for writs of attachment.
6. An act for ascertaining clerks’ and sheriffs’ fees.
7. An act to preserve the range.
8. An act for improving the breed of horses.
9. An act for preserving game.”
[But there are no other records of these “Acts”!]
Interpretation. This record appears to have been extrapolated unreasonably by some people,
beginning with Theodore Roosevelt in 1889 (The Winning of the West): “Squire Boon was the
author of a law “to protect the range”; for the preservation of the range or natural pasture over
which the branded horses and cattle of the pioneers ranged at will, was as necessary to the
welfare of the stock as the preservation of the game was to the welfare of the men. In Kentucky
the range was excellent, abounding not only in fine grass, but in cane and wild peas, and the
animals grazed on it throughout the year. Fires sometimes utterly destroyed immense tracts of
this pasture, causing heavy loss to the settlers; and one of the first cares of pioneer legislative
bodies was to guard against such accidents.”—But there is no evidence to support this
statement.
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Lyman C. Draper. 1842-1856 [drafted during this period]. The Life of Daniel Boone.
Reflections of Major Nathan Reid, on hunting and traveling in Bluegrass region during 1776.
“The soil was black as ink; and light as a bank of ashes. A person passing through the woods
might be tracked almost as easily as through the snow. Often from many days together have Capt.
Floyd and myself wandered in various directions through the land, sometimes tearing our way
through thick cane-brakes, not knowing at what moment we might be shot down by the Indians, or
fall into their hands to suffer a more cruel death. Whenever night overtook us, there we laid down
and slept, if sleep we could. Sometimes strange sounds and noises, to which we were unused, broke
from the solemn wilderness; then again, the screams of night birds, and the squalls of wild beasts in
their distant lair, made use feel very sensibly that we were in a strange land, and caused us many
times to turn uneasily upon our leafy bed. At other times, on awakening in the morning after a night’s
sound sleep, and hearing the buffalo bulls lowing in all directions around us, it was difficult to resist
the impression that we were not in an old settled country...
“Strange as it may appear, it is nevertheless true, that amid all the dangers, privations and
exposures of our situation, a very considerable portion of our time was spent in real enjoyment. The
abundance and variety of the game—the pleasure of the hunting—the novelty of the life we led—the
dreams we indulged of better days to come, all combined to keep up our spirits, and banish
uneasiness from our thoughts. Frequently have Floyd and I sat down on a log, or at the foot of a tree,
and given a free rein to our heated imaginations, constructed many a glorious castle in the air. We
would, on such occasions, contrast the many discomforts that then beset us, with the pleasures we
would one day enjoy in the possession of boundless wealth. Spread out before us lay the finest body
of land in the world, any quantity of which, with but little exertion, we could make our own. We
clearly foresaw that it would not be long before these lands would be justly appreciated, and sought
after by thousands. Then we should be rich as we cared to be. These golden visions of the future,
however, so far as I was concerned, were never realized.”
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Hiding in the Cane
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John Bradford. 1826-29. Notes on Kentucky. Simon Girty’s reported speech of 1782 at
Chillicothe, Ohio, before attacking Bryan's Station north of Lexington; also Marshall (1812).
“Brothers: the fertile region of Kentucky is the land of cane and clover—spontaneously
growing to feed the buffaloes, the elk and the deer; there the bear and beaver are always fat—
the Indians from all the tribes have had a right from time immemorial, to hunt and kill
unmolested these wild animals, and bring off their skins, to purchase themselves clothing—to
buy blankets for their backs and rum to send down their throats, to drive away the cold and
rejoice their hearts, after the fatigue of hunting and the toil of war [great applause from the
crowd]. But
“Brothers, the long knives have overrun your country, and usurped your hunting
grounds,—They have destroyed the cane—trodden down the clover—killed the deer and
buffaloes, the bear and raccoon—They are building cabins and making roads on the ground of
the Indian camp and warpath: The beaver has been chased from his dam and forced to leave the
country [palpable emotion among the hearers].
“Brothers, the intruders on your lands exult in the success that has crowned their flagitious
acts:—They are planting fruit trees and ploughing the land where not long since were the cane
break and clover field. Were there a voice in the trees of the forest, or articulate sound in the
gurgling waters, every part of this country would call upon you to chase away these ruthless
invaders who are laying it waste:—Unless you rise in the majesty of your might and
exterminate the whole race, you may bid adieu to the hunting ground of your fathers—to the
delicious flesh of the animals with which it once abounded, and to the skins with which you
were once enabled to purchase your clothing and your rum.”
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Running Buffalo Clover
Photo by Andrew Gibson: http://floraofohio.blogspot.com/2011/05/running-buffalo-clover-orchids-and.html
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David Meade. 1796. Letter to Joseph Prentis in Webb-Prentis Papers, Univ. of Virginia.
“Property in Fayette County is much divided, consequently high. Few people hold more
than three or four hundred acres, and (perhaps) there are more who own less than a hundred
acres than over three hundred. Farms of fifty & even twenty five are not uncommon. An oak
tree is as scarce in this country as a black walnut or ash is upon high land with you. The growth
here is sweet maple [sugar maple], wallnut, ash, both kinds of locust, particularly the fruit
bearing [honey locust], which is extremely high & large. Poplar [tulip/yellow poplar] only in
some places & these of vast size, scaly bark hickory [shagbark/shellbark] not uncommon.
Buckeye (differing materially from your horse chestnut being only a species or variation of the
same genus); cherry tree, mulberry, &c with but few of the common kinds to the eastwards. The
undergrowth, usually the spice bush & frequently a young growth of sugar maple. Wherever the
woods are a little open or a piece of cleared ground not in cultivation, the whole is covered with
elder bushes mixed with a high weed call’d devils bit or iron weed [Vernonia gigantea], well
known to me at Maycox [Virginia] to be eradicated only by the grubing hoe. The only wild
grass in the settled parts is what is here call’d the nimble-will [Muhlenbergia schreberi] more
resembling the wire grass [Poa compressa according to Gill & Curtis] than any other in
Virginia. It is rather finer... Perhaps there never has been heretofore a time or is likely to be
hereafter when this country did or will appear to greater disadvantage where the early stations
were established. The wild herbage consisting of cane & pea vine is entirely eat out and the
place of it supplied by weeds not agreeable to cattle. The wood range is therefore not good yet
but where the wild food has been more recently consumed the whole face of the earth is as bare
of every kind of herbage as the gravel walks in your garden. In these parts a cow would starve
in the woods. In the very earliest settlements as about Danville, the nimble-will, a very good
pasture grass, has taken place of the weedy growth which first succeded the primitive cane
brake. This will be the case in 4 or 5 years everywhere on this side [of] the Kentucky River.”
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“Wing of Chaumiére left standing in 1850” from Marion Harland’s (1899) “More
Colonial Homesteads and their Stories”. This had been the house of David Meade
(1744-1829): Chaumiére des Prairies, on Catnip Hill Road in Jessamine County.
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Thomas Ashe. 1808. Travels in America...in 1806, for the Purpose of Exploring the
Rivers... Descending the Ohio River from Limestone [Maysville] to Cincinnati.
“Four miles from Eagle, is Bracken Creek on the Kentucky shore. It gives name to the county
through which it runs. The county-town is fixed at the mouth of an extensive bottom, and in a very
handsome situation. It is yet small, not being long laid out.—Augusta is the name given to it. I am
disposed to think very favorably of the taste of the inhabitants from the judicious manner they have
cleared the timber of their settlement. They have left on a very fine bank of gradual descent to the
water, six rows of stately trees, which form several grand avenues and afford shade from the sun
without obstructing the breeze or circulation of air. They have also left clumps of trees and small
groves in the improvements, which have a pleasing effect, and strike the attention more forcibly, as
Augusta is the only town on the river which has respected the ornaments of nature or left a single
shrub planted by her chaste yet prodigal hand. In all other settlements the predominant rage is to
destroy the woods, and what the axe cannot overturn is left to the vigour of fire. This element is
applied to a work which mocks the labor of man, and in a short time converts the greatest forests and
the richest scenes to a dreary prospect of dissolution and waste....
“The sugar maple is the most valuable tree for an inland state. One tree can yield about ten
pounds of sugar a year, and the labor is very trifling. This valuable tree, like every other valuable gift
of nature to this Western world, is hastening to dissolution and decline. In the spring of the year
sugar camps extend through the whole country; and the persons employed give the trees such great
and unnecessary wounds that their whole virtue runs out, and they perish perhaps in a season. So
violent has been the prodigality of the people of Kentucky, that they have nearly annihilated the
maple altogether, by hacking the trees with an axe and never closing the wounds from which they
drew the sap, though they well knew that the timber would perish from such treatment. Persons of
better regulated minds tap the trees with an augur, insert a cane, draw off the liquor, and then stop up
the flowing and the wound, by which means the trees recover their vigour, and afford fresh supplies
from 3 to 12 years.”
19

Near Auburn KY; https://browsingtheatlas.com/2014/03/17/march-madness-maple/
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Constantine Samuel Rafinesque. 1822. The Cosmonist—No. VIII. On the botany of the
western limestone region. Kentucky Gazette, new series 1:2-3, April 4th.
“You blooming fields and you enchanting groves,
Where peace and hapiness nout sought in vain
Reside from Nature’s friendly bard receive,
The greeting, tuneful, song, or else his thanks,

Deserv’d by sweet sensations oft conveyed,
To his warm soul with purity of thought,
And gratefully accepted, duly nursed.”
[apparently composed by Rafinesque]

Many tribes of plants afford but a very small number of species in this region... But to
compensate for their small quantities the number of Individuals of the spondtaneous growth is
[?full of?] species of grasses, radiacious, and trees, grow in compact social clusters, covering
many acres of ground, and with the utmost luxuriance. This may be ascribed to that region
having been covered formerly with an extensive growth of Canes (Miega arundinacea) forming
almost a general canebrake under the forests, where but few plants could take a stand... Another
remarkable feature in our Botany, is the casual change of the prevailing plants and trees upon
many peculiar spots of grounds. It has been observed by the ancient settlers that the following
plants have followed each other in succession in many [?places?] as the prevailing growth.
The Canes, or Miega arundinacea [Arundinacea gigantea].
The Butterweed, or Eupatorium urticaefolium [E. rugosum].
The Ironweed, or Vernonia prealta [V. gigantea].
The Nimblewill, or Panicum dactylon [Cynodon d. or more likely Muhlenbergia schreberi].
The Hardgrass, or Panicum glaucum [probably Setaria pumila].
The wild Camomile, or Anthemis cotula, &c.
There is therefore a kind of natural perennial change of vegetation, when a species has
exhausted the soil of a peculiar nutrition which it requires, it gives way to another for a series
of years, &c.
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Left: Constantine Samuel Rafinesque (1783-1840): first botanist to reside in Ky., 1819-26.
Right: Charles Wilkins Short (1794-1863): first botanist to reside in Ky. for most of his life.
These men had radically different approaches to life in general—maverick versus steady.
Rafinesque wrote little about the Bluegrass; Short started a detailed “Florula Lexingtoniensis”.
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Short, C.W. 1828-29. Prodromus Florula Lexingtoniensis (“within a few miles” of town).
“Iron-wood [Carpinus]: perhaps especially abundant in the country about Lexington, growing
generally to the height of 30 or 40 feet.” [Now virtually absent.]
“Spicewood [Lindera] met with in all shaded, rich woods where the undergrowth has not been
destroyed; preferring mostly situations near small streams of water.”
“Pappoose-root [Caulophyllum] was once abundant throughout this country, but has now almost
disappeared from the more cultivated districts, and is consequently rare about Lexington, being only
met with in the more secluded and unfrequented woodlands.”
“[Twinleaf] at this time exceedingly scarce in this locality. A few years ago it grew abundantly on the
south bank of Royle’s mill pond, but is now only met with in the more secluded hill-sides bordering
the Elkhorn, or on the cliffs of the Kentucky river.”
“Showy Orchis. A few years since this occurred frequently in moist rich woods; it has now, however,
almost disappeared before cultivation and the ravages of cattle.”
“[Wild hyacinth]. The root, which is bulbous and situated deep in the ground, is eatable and
nutritious. Frequent in moist meadows in certain localities, but generally disappearing upon culture.”
“May-Apple. No portion of the Union affords the May-Apple in greater abundance than this, where it
is found in profusion in all rich shaded woodlands... deleterious and not eaten by any cattle.”
“Mulberry. Owing to the depradations of stock upon this valuable tree, whose bark is a favourite food
with horses and sheep, it is becoming rare in this quarter where it once abounded; young trees are
never met with in exposed situations, and the old ones have generally a decaying aspect.”
“Slippery Elm: has almost disappeared from the forest around Lexington in consequence of its
destruction by cattle. In the more inaccessible situations among the cliffs of Elkhorn and the
Kentucky river, it is occasionally met with...”
“Pawpaw. This portion of Kentucky was once the paradise of pawpaws, where immense orchards of
large trees were every where met with; but cultivation and the ravages of cattle have greatly lessened
the number.”
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Photos from Will Overbeck along
Lower Howards Creek in Clark Co.

with Synandra
hispidula
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Charles Dickens. 1842. American Notes for General Circulation. Chapman & Hall, Lndn.
Following extract was written whilst traveling down the Ohio Rv. before arriving at Cincinnati.
“The night is dark, and we proceed within the shadow of the wooded bank, which makes it
darker. After gliding past the sombe maze of boughs for a long time, we come upon an open
space where the tall trees are burning. The shape of every branch and twig is expressed in a
deep red glow, and as the light wind stirs and ruffles it, they seem to vegetate in fire. It is such a
sight as we read of in legends of enchanted forests: saving that it is sad to see these noble works
wasting away so awfully, alone; and to think how many years must come and go before the
magic that created them will rear their like upon this ground again. But the time will come: and
when, in their changed ashes, the growth of centuries unborn has struck its roots, the restless
men of distant ages will repair to these again unpeopled solitudes; and their fellows, in cities far
away, that slumber now, perhaps, beneath the rolling sea, will read in language strange to any
ears in being now, but very old to them, of primeval forests where the axe was never heard, and
where the jungled ground was never trodden by a human foot.”

“Public Landing at Louisville”—1856 engraving
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Ferdinand Richardt (1819-95): “A View on the Mississippi Fifty-Seven-Miles Below St.
Anthony Falls, Minneapolis”, 1858. Although well north of Dickens’ route in 1842, this scene
must have been similar along much of the Mississippi River and the Ohio River.
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Robert Peter. 1882. Synopsis of the Blue Grass region. In W.H. Perrin. History of Fayette
County, Kentucky. O.L. Baskin and Company, Chicago.
“The introduction of live stock by the white settlers caused the gradual extermination of
the cane, which was almost the only undergrowth on these rich lands, and its place was soon
monopolized all over the region by Kentucky blue grass so that at this time the cane is found
only in spots which are inaccessible to grazing animals, which are fond of its leaves and young
shoots—a forage said to be very nourishing and fattening to them... The primeval forest on
these rich lands, as given by the late Dr. Owen, are, pignut hickory [Carya cordiformis], sugar
tree, hackberry, ash, walnut, mulberry, buckeye, box elder, etc., etc. Prof. Shaler states: “The
best soil may be known by its growth of blue ash, large black locusts and black walnuts. These
are characteristic,” he says, “and never to be found together, save on the best soils.””
===================================================================
Nathaniel S. Shaler. 1885. Kentucky, a Pioneer Commonwealth.
“Although, as a whole, the natural scenery of Kentucky is not very picturesque, it makes
an agreeable impression on the mind. The surface is never perfectly level, but is cast in the
broad, gentle curves that give an ever-varying grace to a country. In the richer portions the
exceedingly fertile soil and the consequent luxuriance of vegetation confer a singular brilliancy
on the landscape. The entire absence of grinding poverty, the vigorous growth and physical
beauty of men and women, the sleek herds in the fat pastures, — all together serve to give the
traveler through this land a sense of abiding prosperity such as comes to him in no other
country. He feels that here, for once at least, the man, the soil, and the climate have fitted so
well to each other that disease and poverty have but little place in life. Statistical inquiries will
serve to support this impression of the eye. The death-rate is lower than in any other State from
which goes forth each year a great tide of the younger people, and pauperism is almost
unknown.”
27

Part of “Geological Map of Kentucky” by J.B. Hoeing (1887); this was the first good map.
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Miss Jessamine Woodson. 1897. Sketch of Jessamine County. Read by the author to the
Acme Literary Club on Feb. 22, 1897. Partly included in Young and Duncan (1898).
“Although so small in area, we have twenty miles bordering on the most picturesque river
in the world [Kentucky River], which winds about and in and out with many a graceful curve
and scallop, and many a "blossom sailing", clear and sparkling, rippling and glancing,
reflecting precipitous banks of the wildest grandeur, and clad in verdure, towering hundreds of
feet towards the skies, showing white marble ledges as Carara and the blue limestone in varied
and exquisite shapes of turns and polished shafts and flat ledges, on which grow in great
profusion delicate ferns, graceful vines—the rare and gorgeous tea-vine among them [perhaps
Bignonia capreolata]—and dainty flowers of every hue, beautiful flowering shrubs, fruit trees
and evergreens. Quantities of the finest timber are found here, and some future day, when our
resources are developed and our hidden treasures unearthed, noble castles will be erected on
these heights, grander and more beautiful than those on the Rhine, and on that day, a Kentucky
Longfellow will have immortalized its beauties and the heroic deeds of our people, and a native
Dickens will have made known to the world, some of our quaint and original characters.
“A few miles below [High Bridge] is the Brooklyn bridge, and one of the locks, recently
finished. A mile or two above, on the Harrodsburg pike, is an enchanting little cove or shady
dell, a trysting place for fairies and elfins, the loveliest place in the world for a picnic. It is
secluded from the dust and glare of the pike above, a valley of ferns and with graceful vines
and dainty flowers of every hue, the delicate wild flax in starry blossoms of white and blue, the
anemone, the mountain pink, the wild pansy and bluetts along the rippling, sparkling stream
with many a little break over a fall of six to twenty feet, making a misty floating veil of
exquisite lace work, and emptying into a crystal pool, ready for the most fastidious bather. On
every side of this palace of the Gods, are walls of marble with tall trees and shrubs growing out
of them, and cave of some extent.”
29

“View of Lower Ferry on the Kentucky
30 River. Artist: George Beck, 1748-1812...”
http://www.cliftonandersonantiques.com/inventory/070320_157.html

Lucien Beckner. 1924. The Last Wild Pigeon in Kentucky? Trans. Ky. Acad. Sci. 2: 55-56.
“So much of our native flora and fauna are vanishing that it behooves any of us who
knows aught of it to put that knowledge on record that the coming generations may have an
idea of what they were and the causes of their disappearance to the end that in the future such
calamities may be avoided. In my short life I have seen vanish from the north American
continent and its islands a number of interesting species and from the state of Kentucky the
bear, the panther, the wolf, the otter, the deer, the beaver, the prairie chicken, the wild pigeon,
the swan, the crane, the ivory-billed woodpecker, and many others, and see approaching
extinction for the beautiful wood-duck, the ruffed grouse, the eagles, and perhaps others of
which I can not now think. History records the passing of the bison and wapiti or elk as we
called it, two of the noblest of creatures.”
“On or about the 20th of November, 1898, Mr. Seth S. Beckner, my brother, went dove
hunting in a hemp field south of Winchester, Kentucky, about three miles and, while watching
the limbs of a dead tree in which the doves were wont to perch, shot what he at first thought
was a dove but which, when he picked it up and observed its size, he saw at once was a wild
pigeon. Delighted with having shot a bird which he had not seen for many years he hastened
home and had it plucked and cooked as a surprise for his sister-in-law, my wife, who was lying
at home sick in bed. After it was all done the realization of the mistake made came over every
one acquainted with the facts, and time and again the feathers have been wished back on the
bird that was accidentally killed and thoughtlessly served as a lunch, which might have graced
the case of the richest museum in the land. I have been induced to read this short paper for the
sole reason that I deem it proper that this bit of pigeon history be preserved as it is possibly the
last wild pigeon to be killed in Kentucky and one, at least, of the last to be seen alive
anywhere.”
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Ellsworth, J.W., & B.C. McComb (2003) [Conservation Biology
17:1548-1558]. “It is likely that branches, twigs, and stems that were
broken and deposited on the ground as a result of roosting and nesting
pigeons would have provided fuel for wildfires. Dead herbaceous and
understorey woody plants, killed by high nutrient loads and physical
burying, would have increased the availability of fine, easily
combustible fuels. Furthermore, increased light conditions at the
forest floor caused by the death of and damage to trees would have
led to more rapid and thorough drying of accumulated fuel.”

Above: “Falling Bough” by Walton Ford (2002)
[http://www.pbs.org/art21/images/walton-ford/falling-bough-2002].
Now extinct, the passenger pigeon was the most numerous bird on
earth in the nineteenth century. Audubon described a hunt for it in
Kentucky during 1831: “The pigeons, arriving by thousands,
alighted everywhere, one above another, until solid masses as large
as hogsheads were formed on the branches all round. Here and
there the perches gave way under the weight with a crash, and
falling to the ground, destroyed hundreds of the birds beneath...”
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Middleton, A.R., W. R. Jillson, F.T. McFarland and W.A. Anderson. 1926. Kentucky.
In V. E. Shelford (Editor). Naturalist’s Guide to the Americas. Pages 349-354.
“The second region which is quite well defined is one underlain by limestones of the
Cincinnatian Series. It is a region of low relief, rolling to hilly, and lies about 500 ft. lower than
the mountain section to the east. In this is the so-called Bluegrass Region of Kentucky. The
boundary of this region begins near Maysville and extends to Stanford in Boyle County and
then circles around to near Louisville. The fertile Bluegrass Region was originally entirely
forested. Several forest types could be distinguished [JC: based largely on Owen, 1857].
(1) bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa}, chinquapin oak (Q. muhlenbergii), white oak (Q. alba),
shellbark hickory (Carya ovata), black walnut (Juglans nigra);
[JC: especially on subxeric or disturbed sites in the Eden Shale hills]
(2) tulip tree, beech, white oak, red oak, hickory;
[JC: especially on more mesic or mature sites in Eden Shale and Garrard Siltstone]
(3) white oak, sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua, red maple (Acer rubrum);
[JC: especially on subhydric flats in transitions to the Knobs]
and (4) on the best soils, sugar maple, blue ash (Fraxinus quadrangulata), black walnut, pignut
hickory (Carya glabra) [this was really C. cordiformis], mulberry (Morus rubra), Kentucky
coffee tree (Gymnocladus dioica). [JC: esp. on rolling uplands of central & eastern Bluegrass]
“Chestnut, hemlock and pines, so plentiful in the mountainous section to the east, are
absent here. Little of this forest now remains. The remnants are open forests of blue ash, bur
oak, chinquapin oak, black walnut and sugar maple. Grasses now carpet the floor of grazed
forests, the most important being Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis} and orchard grass
(Dactylis glomerata}. The little red fox is quite common in the hillier portions of the region,
especially near Falmouth.”
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Geologic Map of Kentucky by
Willard Rouse Jillson (1917)
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“View of Lower Ferry on the Kentucky River. Artist: George Beck, 1748-1812...”

Emma Lucy Braun. 1950. Deciduous Forests of Eastern North Anmerica. Blakiston, Phila.
“Six sections are distinguished in the Western Mesophytic Forest region. To the northeast
is the Bluegrass Section (also known as the Lexington Plain, and in popular usage as the
Bluegrass region), the most anomalous of all vegetation areas of eastern United States... The
Inner Bluegrass is a fertile and prosperous section of rolling land with a mild karst topography,
interrupted near its southern boundary by the gorges of the Kentucky River and its tributaries.
Except in these gorges—which are in no sense representative of the Bluegrass—no areas of
natural vegetation remain. Old forest trees, widely spaced in a carpet of Kentucky bluegrass,
dot the extensive estates. From these it is not possible to construct a picture of the original
condition. No comparable combination of species occurs elsewhere in the deciduous forest
(except small areas, equally affected by man’s occupation, in the Nashville Basin). Some of the
species occur together in forest communities bordering the Prairie Peninsula in west-central
Ohio. Blue ash and bur oak may, perhaps, be thought of as most characteristic. Many species
are represented among the old trees still remaining, including: [bur oak, chinquapin oak, white
oak,1 blue ash, white ash, hackberry, sugar maple, black walnut, black cherry, honey locust,
coffee tree, shagbark hickory,2 American elm, Ohio buckeye, and red mulberry.] Beech trees are
not present.3 The absence of undergrowth—of shrubs and native herbs—is striking; hence no
clue to original conditions may be obtained from this source. The bluegrass (Poa pratensis),4
from which this section gets its name, is generally conceded as not native here; it was not part
of the original vegetation.”
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Shumard oak should also be listed as an uncommon to rare component.
2. Shellbark hickory (Carya laciniosa) should also be listed, often confused with shagbark (ovata).
3. Tulip tree (yellow poplar) is rarely present, though more common in the Eden Shale with beech.
4. It is possible that some bluegrass was present befor Boone, but much was certainly introduced.
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North of Versailles near
junction of US 60 and US 62
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Biographical Notes on Emma Lucy Braun at Pine Mt. Settlement School
“On March 25,1935, she was invited to speak to the Garden Club of Kentucky where she
inspired the creation of the “Save Kentucky’s Primeval Forest League”, which addressed the rapid
decimation of virgin forest in Kentucky. It was a topic of great concern for Katherine Pettit, who
fought to retain the forest that comprises Lilley Cornett Woods, in part. Also, the two women devoted
considerable energy to save a 2,500-acre site that was later included in the Cumberland National
Forest. Braun, as adept as Pettit in bringing advocates on board, made appeals to Alvin Barkley,
Kentucky’s well-know senator, and A.B. Chandler, the Governor of the state at the time. Nationally
she attempted to enlist Eleanor Roosevelt and the U.S. Forest Service as advocates for the
preservation of old growth forests. She was only partially successful in the face of the timber and
coal interests in the state of Kentucky and the Cumberland National Forest tract was eventually
clearcut, with the U.S, Forest Service claiming that they could not intervene in the pursuit of the
forest land and the Save Kentucky’s Primeval Forest League claiming that they could not establish a
purchase agreement with the two industries.” [https://pinemountainsettlement.net/?page_id=15577].

====================================================================
Lucile Durrell. 1981. Memories of E. Lucy Braun. Ohio Biological Survey. Notes No. 15.
“Although there was little talk about land conservation in those early years, Lucy planted the
seeds of awareness and concern in her students. Her interest and knowledge inspired the creation of
the nature preserve system in Adams County, Ohio, beginning in 1959 with 42 acres (16.8 ha) for
Lynx Prairie, a system that has now grown to over 3000 acres (1200 ha)... Amateurs who wished to
know something about species and where to find them came to her. One of those individuals is a
well-known Cincinnatian who has given generously to help The Nature Conservancy with land
acquisition in Adams County. This person said, "She introduced me to all the plants. She showed me
how to use a hand lens; she opened up a whole new world for me. From her I learned so many things
about nature." This same admirable woman has recently deeded her estate overlooking the Ohio
River to the Hamilton Co. Parks and her wonderful woods will become a nature preserve.”
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E. Lucy Braun (right) and her sister Annette (wearing her 1913 coat), at Lynx Prairie, Adams
County, Ohio, probably in 1960s. Photo from 1973 fall issue of The Nature Conservancy News.
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Mary Wharton; FloraCliff Nature Preserve; Bluegrass Land & Nature Trust
Mary Wharton (1912-1991) was one of the most active botanists within the central
Bluegrass region. After her doctoral work, she took a teaching position at Georgetown College
where she spent 30 years. She collected a lot of plant species for the University of Kentucky
Herbarium. Besides being an avid plant collector she was also a writer. In 1971, she, in
collaboration with Roger Barbour wrote a field guide called Wildflowers and Ferns of
Kentucky and Shrubs of Kentucky which was publisher two years later. Later on, she wrote two
more books, this time on bluegrass called Horse World of the Bluegrass and Peach Leather and
Rebel Grey and Bluegrass Land and Life. By the late 1950s she bought a land on Kentucky
River and named it Floracliff.[1] She was involved in environmental activism throughout her
later years until her death in 1991, in particular issues such as the proposed damming of the
Red River Gorge and the expansion of the Paris Pike [www.floracliff.org].
In the late 1950s, Mary Wharton began purchasing property along the Kentucky River that
she would later name Floracliff. Her dream for the property was to preserve the natural
communities and special geological features unique to the area. Dr. Wharton believed that
education and appreciation lead to preservation. She recognized the potential for Floracliff to
become a center for environmental education and research in the natural history of the Inner
Bluegrass and Kentucky River watershed. Her dreams and beliefs continue to guide Floracliff
today [www.floracliff.org]. This preserve is almost the only natural area in Kentucky with a
sizeable endowment that pays for salaries of staff. [Bernheim Forest is the other well-known
example, and much larger.] She also help to found a non-profit organization in 1975, the
Bluegrass Land & Nature Trust (or LNTBG), which supported good land-use planning and
conservation in the region. It ceased operation in the 1990s. However, we still need better
coordination and focus on local conservation.
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Waterfall with “travertine” [tufa] deposit, on Elk Creek at FloraCliff; photo by Tom Barnes.
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Mary Wharton & Roger Barbour. 1991. Bluegrass Land & Life. Univ. Press of Kentucky.
From Part IV. The Future of the Bluegrass.
““PARADISE” it was called when explorers came upon this land. Wave after wave of
pioneer settlers entered what they considered the Promised Land and described as a second
Eden. Shortly after 1900 a young man returning to the Bluegrass region said in addressing a
class reunion at Georgetown College, “Somewhere in this old world, God planted a garden. In
the Book of Books that garden is called Eden. They say it has vanished form the earth. I make
no answer save to call them here, that they may cease to search where Eden was, and find
where Eden is.” Westbrook Pegler a few decades ago called the Bluegrass region of Kentucky
“the sweetest countryside on earth.” And recently the poet Logan English wrote of it, “No land
where I have traveled is more fair...
“Anyone observing present trends in the Bluegrass is forced to recognize that if we
continue with no more sensitive and responsible planning than what we have had, within less
than two decades the region will no lonbger be the “horse capital of the world.”* It will have no
special personality but will resemble any bulstling, growing metropolis. All groundwater will
be contaminated, and our air will be hazy with pollution from automobile traffic. But it is not
yet too late—if we take immediate steps—to insure a worthwhile legacy for future generations.
With knowledge and wise planning, we can protect what is most valuable in the environmental,
cultural, scenic, and historic character of the Bluegrass and at the same time meet the needs of
the population with housing, roads, business, and industry. But to do so will require, in every
Bluegrass county, effort, caring, commitment, dedication, and a sense of stewardship, since our
use of the land is borrowed from our children. We must begin now, for soon it will be too late.”
====================================================================
* It is also the “weed capital of the temperate world” according to Julian Campbell.
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Part 1B.
Towards a Well-Balanced
Program in the Region:
Reverence Versus Resources
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So why conserve?
1. Most people are fundamentally curious about broad views of history, especially when it
delves into our origins, whether political, economic, ecological or biological.
2. There is also widespread support for the recreational aspects of natural areas and for our
associated interests in biological diversity.
3. Thirdly, we have of course material interests in natural resources, from food and fibre to
‘ecological services’.
====================================================================
Websites of the most relevant organizations outline their activities, but they do not clearly state
their rationales. For example...
Ky State Nature Preserves: “A state nature preserve (SNP) is a legally dedicated area that has
been recognized for its natural significance and protected by law for scientific and educational
purposes. Dedicated state nature preserves are established solely to protect and preserve rare
species and the natural environment. Public visitation is encouraged but closely regulated to
protect the natural integrity of the preserve so that it may be passed on unimpaired to future
generations.”
The Nature Conservancy, Ky Chapter: “The Conservancy’s Kentucky River Palisades project
encompasses about 100 river miles, stretching from Clays Ferry in Madison County to
Frankfort in Franklin County. Most activity, to date, has occurred within the Central Palisades
Corridor in Jessamine and Garrard counties.”—But how are sites selected and managed?
====================================================================
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(material)

nservation of Natural
Three Forces for
Conservation of
Natural Systems?
(recreational)
(historical)
The Progress Triangle, etc. [http://oregonstate.edu/instruct/comm440-540/Collaboration.htm].
Rationales for human enterprise often develop stable trinities—Can these be both religious and
political? Was Theo. Roosevelt right when he said: “Conservation of natural resources is the
fundamental problem. Unless we solve that problem, it will avail us little to solve all others”?
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I suggest that conservation of nature can be broadly defined as: the pursuit of harmonious
balance between reverence for nature and extraction from nature. “Reverence” accomodates the
preservationist tendency, which can become excesively obsessed with reducing all human
effects at more sacred sites. “Extraction” should of course be wise and sustainable, but it is
often enabled by economics, greed or apathy into excessive damage at more exploited sites.
The US National Park Service offers the following rather simplistic explanation of how
conservation, more narrowly defined, and preservation can represent very different conceptions
of environmental protection ethics. These approaches “... are closely linked and may indeed
seem to mean the same thing. Both terms involve a degree of protection, but how that is
protection is carried out is the key difference. Conservation is generally associated with the
protection of natural resources, while preservation is associated with the protection of
buildings, objects, and landscapes. Put simply conservation seeks the proper use of nature,
while preservation seeks protection of nature from use. During the environmental movement of
the early 20th century, two opposing factions emerged: conservationists and preservationists.
Conservationists sought to regulate human use while preservationists sought to eliminate
human impact altogether.” [Quoted from Wikipedia, citing http://www.nps.gov/klgo/learn/
education/ classrooms/conservation-vs-preservation.htm.]
Conservation—broadly or narrowly defined—should clearly be based on good science,
and on building consensus across communities, with transparency and debate. Instead,
entrenched bureaucratic interests (through careers, finances and politics) can sometimes
dominate. An objective assessment of progress (or failure) is rarely available at local or
regional scales, even within relevant agencies and non-profit organizations that have striven for
‘measures of success’ or for general public education. Such matters would be aided by
coordination within ‘ecoregions’.
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Other apt quotes are as follows.
“In the United States of America, the year 1864 saw the publication of two books which laid
the foundation for Romantic and Utilitarian conservation traditions in America. The
posthumous publication of Henry David Thoreau's Walden established the grandeur of
unspoiled nature as a citadel to nourish the spirit of man. From George Perkins Marsh a very
different book, Man and Nature, later subtitled "The Earth as Modified by Human Action",
catalogued his observations of man exhausting and altering the land from which his sustenance
derives.” [Wikipedia under “Conservation (ethic)”.]
“Conservation of natural resources is the fundamental problem. Unless we solve that problem,
it will avail us little to solve all others.” Theodore Roosevelt, Address to the Deep Waterway
Convention, Memphis, TN, October 4, 1907.
“Biological conservation [is] a philosophy of managing the environment in a manner that does
not despoil, exhaust or extinguish.” Carl Jordan.1995. Replacing Quantity With Quality As a
Goal for Global Management. Wiley. ISBN 0-471-59515-2.
“The mission of The Nature Conservancy is to conserve the lands and waters on which all life
depends. Our vision is a world where the diversity of life thrives, and people act to conserve
nature for its own sake and its ability to fulfill our needs and enrich our lives.”
[www.nature.org]
Merriam-Webster, simple definitions of conservation: (a) “the protection of animals, plants, and
natural resources;” or (b) “the careful use of natural resources (such as trees, oil, etc.) to prevent
them from being lost or wasted. Full definition: (c) “a careful preservation and protection of
something; especially: planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation,
destruction, or neglect.” [http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conservation]
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Griffith Woods: our best opportunity to restore something like the original
woodland; but a harmonious balance of interests has not yet been achieved.
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Levels of Organization: Definition of Conservation Targets. Goals here are inspired by The
Nature Conservancy’s efforts at ecoregional planning during the 1990s, but simplified and tied
more directly to future assessments. These three levels need to be effectively linked.
First, it is important to outline good natural boundaries for our region, and to map the most
extensive potential natural areas within it.
Second, we must understand how natural habitats vary with this region, and focus on those
types with most need for restoration.
Third, we should attempt to identify groups of species that are truly imperiled, even after their
remaining sites are protected and their habitats restored.
The notes developed below focus on a streamlined version of TNC’s approach, attempting to
avoid excessive bureaucracy or excessive politicization.
====================================================================
Wikipedia under Biological Organisation: “System hierarchies analysis performed in the 1950s,
laid the empirical foundations for a field that would be, from 1980's, hierarchical ecology. The
theoretical foundations are summarized by Thermodynamics. When biological systems are
modeled as physical systems, in its most general abstraction, they are thermodynamic open
systems that exhibit self-organized behavior, and the set/subset relations between dissipative
structures can be characterized in an hierarchy. Another way, more simple and direct to explain
the fundamentals of the "hierarchical organization of life", was introduced in Ecology by Odum
and others as the "Simon's hierarchical principle"; Simon* emphasized that hierarchy "emerges
almost inevitably through a wide variety of evolutionary processes, for the simple reason that
hierarchical structures are stable". [* Simon, H. A. (1969), "The architecture of complexity",
The Sciences of the Artificial, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.]
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Ecoregion / part of biome
Habitat / community
Species / species-group

Chart: original source unknown but posted at
http://www.goldiesroom.org/Note%20Packets/22%20
Ecology/00%20Ecology--WHOLE.htm
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Natural Heritage Program; Need for Local Enhancement. Since the 1970s, state
governments have accumulated databases on selected species, habitat and sites as “elements” of
biodiversity. But we now need more detailed development of these programs, focussing on
enhancement within particular regional sections, and tied more directly to planning,
implementation and assessment.
====================================================================
Wikipedia under Natural Heritage: “Natural heritage refers to the sum total of the elements of
biodiversity, including flora and fauna and ecosystem types, together with associated geological
structures and formations (geodiversity). Heritage is that which is inherited from past generations,
maintained in the present, and bestowed to future generations. The term "natural heritage", derived
from "natural inheritance", pre-dates the term "biodiversity." It is a less scientific term and more
easily comprehended in some ways by the wider audience interested in conservation... The term
"Natural Heritage" was picked up by the Science Division of The Nature Conservancy when, under
Dr. Robert E. Jenkins, Jr., it launched in 1974 what ultimately became the network of state natural
heritage programs — one in each state, all using the same methodology and all supported
permanently by state governments because they scientifically document conservation priorities and
facilitate science-based environmental reviews.”
NatureServe [http://www.natureserve.org/news-events/stories/were-attempting-build-second-ark]
“Built in response to the need to bring scientific rigor to land-purchasing strategies, the Natural
Heritage Network operated as a public-private collaboration between The Nature Conservancy and
government agencies from each U.S. state... spun off from TNC in 2000 into what is now known as
NatureServe... "Confucius taught: 'The beginning of wisdom is to call things by their right names.'
And Ghandi said: 'I once thought God was truth; now I think truth is God.' For something to really
work, you have to get it almost exactly right. And the best approach to perfection, I believe, is
incremental successful approximation—the Heritage concept in a nutshell." — Robert Jenkins,
architect of the Natural Heritage Network.”
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Potential extension to “management” or “stewardship”. The original Natural Heritage
Program and associated software was focussed on records of rare species in its software:
initially BCD = Biological Conservation Database, then Biotics.(Oracle software plus GIS).
It has also included the potential for records of management specifically designed to maintain
or restore such “elements.”
====================================================================
Example of largely unimplemented section of program related to “management”.
[http://help.natureserve.org/biotics/Content/Record_Management/Element_Files/Element_Managem
ent/EMGMT_Introduction_to_Element_Management.htm]
“Introduction to Element Management. The Element Management file (formerly known as Element
Stewardship, or ES, in the Biological and Conservation Data system [BCD]) summarizes information
on the management needs of selected Elements and Element Management Groups (EMGs), as well
as existing management, monitoring, and research programs. The file includes records for Elements
or groups with high conservation priority and also for more common ones, including pests (e.g.,
weed species, mosquitoes). Records for pests give information on their control. Element
Management records pertain to the Element or EMG throughout its geographic range, although they
may contain locality-specific information. Like other global-level data, these records are maintained
by NatureServe Central Sciences. Along with information from the global Element Ranking and
global Element Characterization files (or, for EMGs, the Element Group file), the Element
Management file is the source of data for summary reports (formerly known as Element Stewardship
Abstracts)... Sections within the Element Management window: SUMMARY / CONDITION;
MANAGEMENT /MONITORING; RESEARCH; IMPACTS; ADDITIONAL TOPICS; VERSION.”

====================================================================
Other references: Jenkins (1988, “Information management for the conservation of biodiversity”);
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23312917JSTOR; https://nhnm.unm.edu/about/methodology; etc.
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An optimistic group of people in 1989 at Eastern Pennsylvania Natural Heritage [without
Jenkins] [http://www.natureserve.org/sites/default/files/eastpaheritagetnc_1989_cropped.png]
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“As for me, as I left TNC I had a sort of exit interview with Sawhill. He said to me, “Bob, with
your record you can write your own ticket” (that’s how these careerists think and talk,
especially guys who never spent more than 5 years in a job). “Any university or conservation
organization will be eager to have you.” “No, John,” I replied, “I’ve made myself into a
machine for doing exactly the thing that I do. I won’t be good for anything else and there’s
nothing else that I want to do.” Once again, I was right. Now I’m still that same machine, like
an old combine rusting beside the barn. Aldo Leopold, I think, said that an ecologist, because of
his special knowledge, lives alone in a world of wounds. That’s what it’s like being me.”
[Robert E. Jenkins, 26 Apr 2010; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ABduiyv5Ic].
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*

*
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“Focal Conservation Target Selection
Tool” of The Nature Conservancy
(11/5/2010). “This decision support
tool poses a set of questions which
can help you analyze targets at the
ecosystem and community.”
===========================
Notes [verbatim from TNC].
1 Or is the system, community, or
species likely to be a target in a new
or revised ecoregional plan?
2 “Captured” means that conserving
the system will lead to conservation
of the embedded species, community
or system
[https://www.conservationgateway.org
/Files/Pages/focal-conservationtarget.aspx]
===========================
* Asterisks (added here): note that
“viability” is a highly subjective
judgement; TNC tends to overlook
the potential for micromanagement
or propagation of imperiled species.

A Theory of Conservation (in Kentucky and the Central Ohio Valley)
[www.bluegrasswoodland.com/uploads/KenConStatement.pdf]
Born out of trials and tribulations—both personal and ecological—this theory seems to
hold water and it deserves much more testing through designed efforts. First let us define
conservation broadly as: “the pursuit of harmonious balance between reverence of nature and
extraction from nature.” The focus here is on regional or local aspects of conservation, rather
than massive continental or global efforts to stabilize the planet’s climate and its flows of air,
water or energy. Also, we assume that conservation should seek transparency, debate and
consensus through “science” and “community”. This theory has three parts, allowing
interesting comparison with other unifying theories of life.
1. Optimal Regions. The most effective teamwork among professional conservationists, or
among the general public, emerges from relatively homogeneous areas that can be traversed
easily within an hour or so, so that regular meetings can be held. The most obvious regional
sections include about 5-15 counties (such as the Jackson Purchase, central Bluegrass, or upper
Cumberland River watershed). Broader gatherings at annual intervals are reasonable in
ecological aggregates of these basic units (such as three divisions of the Interior Low Plateaus).
Given similar geology, topography, soils, vegetation and human interests across each of these
areas, there is then more potential for efficient cooperation to solve common problems.
A fundamental aspect of such cooperation should be to develop a new set of more detailed
“Natural Heritage Programs”. These would be developed through regional partnerships of
biologists as subcenters for the state programs and the national NatureServe. There would be
much applied academic power from local union of these people’s efforts.
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2. Meaningful Goals. Since biological diversity and ecological complexity are often
overwhelming subjects for human comprehension, it is essential that a limited number of
specific goals for conservation in each region become defined well for general understanding,
and become tied well to priorities for action. Based on The Nature Conservancy’s initial
guidelines for “conservation targets” in the 1990s, it is reasonable to outline essential
components of biological diversity at three levels of organization.
(a) Selected landscapes / watersheds as priorities for general protection of naturalistic features.
(b) Selected types of degraded habitat as priorities for restoration, after land is protected.
(c) Selected groups of species as priorities for recovery, after habitats are protected & restored.
With this sequential thinking, it is possible to summarize about 5-10 targets for each regional
section or other major project area. In (a), larger connectable blocks of land (or stream corridor)
are identified for action. In (b), there is focus on habitats that will not recover without human
intervention. In (c), there is focus on species that will not return except through
micromanagement or propagation; and ecological or taxonomic groups of species are advisable
to simplify planning.
3. Building Consensus. Since attitudes to nature and conservation are highly varied, even
within the most relevent organizations, it is essential to have a regular process for seeking
common ground, for identifying critical differences, and for comparing results of varied
actions. Regular meetings, more than distant communication, can provide an efficient means to
these ends, if there is true commitment to cooperation. Then we can focus on uncertainties and
arguments that are most problematic, and decide together what further research is needed for
resolution. Such work should range from purely descriptive research (improving Natural
History with deeper classifications, surveys and mappings), to experiments with varied types of
restoration or resource-extraction.
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Although sometimes rallying to lobby
for common causes, varied organizations
should share more in proactive modes.
There is even discord within some of
them, since it is often difficult to
balancing interest in land “protection”
with interest in “stewardship”.
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The Ideal Cooperative Meeting for Conservation in an Ecological Region.
This would be focussed on a regional section of moderately small size, perhaps 10-12 counties
in general, with only two or three major project areas (such as the Kentucky River Palisades
and South Fork of Licking Water). At first, it is unrealistic to expect an annual meeting to last
more than one day, but 2-3 day meetings could eventually be conceived. Organizations often
send staff to larger regional or national or even global meetings.—But to what extent do such
events increase support for local agendas? We need regional meetings designed as follows.
There are three fundamental goals for such meetings.
1. To allow regular, convenient and useful interaction among all potential partners, ideally
associated with series of field trips to significant sites throughout the year.
2. To agree on definition and monitoring of “conservation targets” at the three levels: landscape
or watershed level; habitat (or “natural community”) level; and species level, with efficient
biological groupings of species rather than recitation of complete lists.
3. To advance consensus-building, ideally based on the above targets and then seeking
agreement on actions, or at least productive comparison of varied actions.
We should not expect rapid success, since much discord does exist. Even within most
organizations, it is sometimes hard to coordinate the diverse views of staff.
As meetings are repeated, an organizational committee, representing major partners,
should become formed. This committee could even become a distinct non-profit “project” or a
distinct fiscal organization. Such evolution would be useful for producing a regular annual
report after each meeting. Reports should summarize agreed cooperative goals, measures of
success versus failure, technical summaries, minority opinions in controversial subjects, and
definitions of uncertainties or disagreements that could be resolved through objective research.
This effort would only be useful—but then essential—if partners are truly committed.
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From 1805 to 1901, Shakertown was a utopian religious community with diverse farming, covering over 4000 acres at its
peak. In the 1960s, efforts began to restore the village and farm. Recently, much pasture has been converted to “native
grasses”—although good use of livestock in the woods may be useful to reduce alien plants.
[http://www.kyforward.com/see-ky-fall-at-shaker-village-means-hikes-paddle-excursions-trail-runs-and-more/]
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The Ideal Cooperative Research Program for Conservation (broadly defined).
This should deal with definition and inventory of “targets” in an ecoregion (prioritized blocks
of land, habitats for restoration, groups of species for micromanagement, etc.), with monitoring
of carefully selected parameters for targets (especially measures of success or failure), and with
influence of management or other actions on targets. Currently, there is little effort to pursue
such interaction between conservationists and academics working in the region.
1. GENERAL QUESTIONS: focus on critical uncertainties and disagreements.
A. What was the original condition before settlement and its ecological function?
For example: Kentucky River & South Fork Licking River; Bluegrass Woodland.
B. How has the condition changed, and how have varied threats influenced targets?
For example: trends in well-defined vegetation types, and in rare or conservative species.
C. How do varied aspects of management, or lack of management, influence targets?
For example: compare burning, browsing, mowing, etc., to increase natives versus aliens.
2. SPECIFIC PROPOSALS: focus on projects with good replication at different sites.
A. Long-term monitoring of targets with diverse parameters at “field stations” or similar sites.
Include “succession” and other long-term trajectories of vegetation.
B. Experimental comparison of effects on conservation targets from selected actions.
Include multivariate responses of vegetation to prescribed burning, browsing etc.
3. REVIEW & SYNTHESIS: focus on critical data-sharing, management applications.
A. Develop cooperative aspects of natural heritage program, plus relevant collections.
Form deeper partnerships to gather, organize, improve and apply the data.
B. Build conceptual or computer models of ecological dynamics, using initial results.
Form interdisciplinary teams to compare ideas and seek common uses of models.
C. Produce educational material for public, schools & colleges, using research results.
Form organization of partners to share in funding mechanisms for all of above.
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